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ABSTRACT 

Online retailing has become huge business, these days, as a large number of individuals place 

orders for occasion, gifts on the web. E-tailers made up holiday is an online global shopping 

event in which web based shopping has made a transformation for customers and consumers, 

developing quickly step by step and offering a Golden Age of shopping. This study has changed 

the manner in which we go out on the town to shop. Books, CDs, clothes, hardware etc. can be 

purchased online. Consumers, today, have a lot of channels through which they can interact with 

businesses made up holiday, for example, Flipkart big billion days, Amazon prime day and so 

forth. Through these holidays, e-tailers attract the buyers to shop from them and this way, they 

attain huge profit within few days. This is the perspective of e-tailers but what about the buyers. 

This research paper studies the buyer‘s perspective. 

The objective of the paper is to study the post purchase behavior of the consumers with respect 

to online service (e-tailers made up holiday) of Amazon, Flipkart etc. In this study, the research 

methodology used is descriptive; the samples are collected with the help of questionnaire. The 

questionnaire consists of questions about the demographic profile as well as questions regarding 

customer satisfaction and about the factors influencing the post purchase decision of consumers. 

These questions are based on likert scale. A certain parameter has been set to know about the 

consumer behavior, and whether they are satisfied with the products and services provided 

during this shopping event (made up holiday, Flipkart Big billion days, Amazon prime day, 

Myntra end of season sale etc.) or not. 

The data has been collected from 100 respondents. During analysis, it was found that  customers 

are not having problem with all online shopping websites as a whole but only few of them (e.g. 

Snapdeal), in which consumers were not satisfied with the working conditions of the products 

delivered. The another side of the study also shows that few consumers have also experienced 

positive benefits with respect to on time product delivery, their working condition, with customer 

support easily and on time handling of the queries whichever arises. 

Keywords: E-tailer, E-Commerce, Post-purchase Behaviour, Customer Satisfaction, Likert Scale, 

Made up Holiday. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Online retailing became big business as millions of people placed orders for holiday gifts online 

and retailers scrambled to upgrade their distribution networks to cope with the growth. The 

arrival of the internet has totally transformed the way businesses are conducted all over the world. 

During the online service (made up holiday) they provide, retailers profit maximizes as well as 

their turnover become very huge. 

Consumers today have a lot of channels through which they can interact with businesses. One of 

the alternatives available to them is that of e-commerce. The term e-commerce can be defined as 

an electronic environment where buyers and sellers meet to exchange products, services and 

even information. Recently at present time online shopping or E-tailing is the new trend 

(Transformative Change) of shopping in India that is used to refer to computer-based-shopping 

or E-shopping same like Internet banking or E-banking. Over that past few years, online 

shopping or E-tailing has increased percentage of online buyer‘s in India. Actually, E-tailing is a 

form of E-commerce. In  online shopping,  buyers  (consumers) purchase  the  products  (Like:- 

Apparel,  electronic  appliances,  footwear,  Home  &  Kitchen Appliances, etc.) directly from 

the E-tailers by using a web browser. It seems self-evident that companies should try to satisfy 

their customers. Satisfied customers usually return and buy more, they tell other people about 

their experiences, and they may well pay a premium for the privilege of doing business with a 

supplier they trust. 

From needle to ship, everything is being sold and bought on the internet. With new and new 

players coming in, it is but natural for the existing players as well as new entrants to come up 

with innovative techniques to sell their goods and services. Offering ―deals‖ and ‗lucrative 

discounts‖ is one such glamorous trend. Why is it that we can think of more examples of 

companies failing to satisfy us rather than when we have been satisfied? There could be a 

number of reasons for this. When we buy a product or service, we expect it to be right. We don‘t 

jump up and down with glee saying ―isn‘t it wonderful, it actually worked‖. That is what we paid 

our money for. We now have products available to us that would astound our great grandparents 

and yet we quickly become used to them. The bar is getting higher and higher. Delighting 

customers and achieving high customer satisfaction scores in this environment is ever more 

difficult.  
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FLIPKART 

Flipkart is an e-commerce company started by Sachin Bansal and Binny Bansal in the year 2007 

to cater Indian consumer‘s needs. Flipkart invites sellers to network with them to sell products to 

the end consumers; here it just acts as market place for consumers, Flipkart‘s marketing 

strategies reduced people‘s perceived risk and made millions of people to buy products.  

Day that made a difference  

On  October  6th,  2014  Flipkart  went for  a biggest  deal  in  the  Indian  history  it proudly  

called it  as ―Bigbillionday‖. On the big billion day, Flipkart told it will sell multiple items at 

Rs.1, 30% off on smart phones, laptops  at  Rs.15000 starting price, fashion and perfumes at 50% 

off, toys at 50%  off,  deals and lucky draws every hour. Flipkart sold Nokia Lumia 525 at 90%  

discount,  Kodak  cameras  at  just Rs.1195, Galaxy tab 2 was just sold at Rs.1390 and Karbonn 

Mobile A5i was sold at Rs.99. Sachin and Binny were working round the clock and 9000 plus 

employees were working for 12 hours and more to achieve targets. 

 

On that day (6-10 october 2014) the site got one billion hits and was able to achieve its target of 

USD 100 million in just 10 hours. Sachin and Binny Bansal were able to achieve what they 

aimed for.  Despite the success, there were odd things happened on that day. 

Missionsharingknowledge.com published a post titled ―Flipkart‘s The Big Billion Day – a 

pricing SCAM?‖   

People also claimed that most of the products went out of stock in few minutes; also products 

were cancelled by Flipkart itself. Adding to the worries newspapers and bloggers wrote about 

Flipkart‘s performance on October 6th. Indian In spite of all odds Flipkart was able to achieve its 

target and many people even wrote good review for Flipkart big billion day purchase. Indian 

express plainly told - ‗Big Billion Day‘ sale gets Flipkart millions of unhappy customers. 
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Indian express plainly told - ‗Big Billion Day‘ sale gets Flipkart millions of unhappy customers.  

Flipkart didn‘t face problems only with customers; they also faced problems from the 

competitors. Snapdeal.com added worries to Flipkart by putting an advertisement mocking the 

bigbillionday. The advertisement said ―For others, it‘s a big day. For us, Today is no 

different‖– Best deal guaranteed every day. This advertisement appeared in the front page 

of Times of India and at the back page Flipkart advertisement was published. Amazon 

made a tricky move they bought bigbillionday.com domain, if a customer gets into that domain it 

will automatically redirects the customers to amazon.in. Customers even compared the offer 

prices with other e-tailers and found they are offering products cheaper than the offer prices of 

Flipkart. People started  to  chide  flipkart  in  the  social  media  and  they  said  it‘s  not  Flipkart  

it‘s  actually fakekart, flopkart, foolskart and so on. 

AMAZON 

For the ninth consecutive year, customers ranked Amazon #1 in customer satisfaction during the 

holiday shopping season according to the newly-released ForeSee Experience Index: US Retail 

Edition. For their study, customer experience analytics firm ForeSee collected more than 67,600 

surveys between November 29, 2013, and December 17, 2013, asking consumers to rate their 

satisfaction with the top 100 retailers. 

ForeSee ranked Amazon highest in overall customer satisfaction in the survey with a score of 

90—the highest ever recorded by the firm. In addition, ForeSee found that customers ranked 

Amazon highest in satisfaction with the online experience. According to a recent study by 

research and advisory firm Red Seer Consulting entitled ‗The Digital Indian — Online 

Shopper Perspective Q1 2016‘ that works closely with start-ups, Amazon India already has the 

highest customer satisfaction score among all online marketplace majors. The findings are a 

result of studying more `than 1,800-odd online shoppers across India. With its competitive 

savings and breadth of deals, Prime Day is just one of the benefits Prime members can enjoy, 

and it has only grown bigger since 2015. In just a few years, Amazon's annual global shopping 

event, Prime Day, has cemented itself as a major can't-be-missed retail sales holiday. 
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MYNTRA 

Myntra is an Indian fashion e-commerce company which is headquartered in Bengaluru, 

Karnataka, India. The company was founded in 2007 to sell personalized gift items online. 

MYNTRA END OF SEASON SALE (EORS) 

Myntra is hoping for 100 percent rise in revenue with EoRS – a feat that is by no means easy to 

achieve, considering the demonetization is still under way. More importantly, Myntra‘s 

investment this time is lower than that of their last EoRS (in July). Ananth Narayanan, CEO, 

tells Your Story: ―You can‘t double the revenue with the same resources and push for 

profitability without actually innovating. All of Myntra is coming together for that.‖ Myntra 

plans to deliver 50 lakh products from more than 2,000 brands by the end of the sale. 

During End of Season Sale we get 40%-90% discount, 10%-25% Cashback on 

debit/credit/wallet payment, and free shipping. 

SNAPDEAL END OF SEASON SALE 

Snapdeal is an Indian e-commerce company based in New Delhi, India. The company was 

started by Kunal Bahl and Rohit Bansal in February 2010. As of 2014, Snapdeal had 3, 00,000 

sellers, over 3 cr products across 800+ diverse categories from over 1, 25,000 regional, national, 

and international brands and retailers and a reach of 6,000 towns and cities across the country. 

Despite of success there was criticism also. Consumers were complaining about the product 

quality provided by snapdeal during this end of season sale of snapdeal, they said that clothes 

colour and fabric was different than that they ordered they were fooled by the snapdeal, delivered 

wrong product. People started comparing the products with other e-tailers and got the tweet on 

log that #checksnapdealtoday,  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bellman, Loshe and Johnson (1999) are among several research teams suggesting that cost 

savings may be the most important benefit offered by online stores, resulting in online customers 

having higher expectations of finding lower prices on the Web. 

Ladson and Fraunholz (2005) ―consumer satisfaction and purchase decision on online 

shopping depends on few more issues. These are: e-store image, delivery and customer services, 

service quality and purchase behaviour, personalisation, motivations for online purchase, trust, 

reliability, privacy, transaction and cost, incentive programmes, web-site design, online 

interactivity, merchandise motivation, assurance, convenience (or Hassle Reduction), pragmatic 

motivation, responsiveness, consumer risk assessment etc.‖ 

According to Kotler & Keller (2009), ―a buyer goes through five stages while making a 

decision to purchase. These stages are best explainable when a buyer goes for buying costly 

items, such as a house, a car, diamond jewellery etc. However, in day- to- day purchase, 

consumers may not go through all these stages, since some commodes do not need information, 

and based on buyer‘s previous experience they will visit a store for the purchase. Problem 

recognition, information search, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision, and purchase 

behaviour‖  

According to Sharma and Mittal (2009) in their study ―Prospects of e-commerce in India‖, 

mentions that India is showing tremendous growth in the Ecommerce. Undoubtedly, with the 

middle class of 288 million people, online shopping shows unlimited potential in India. The real 

estate costs are touching the sky. The travel portals' share in the online business contributed to 

50% of Rs. 4800 crore online market in 2007-08.  

Samadi and Ali (2010) compared the perceived risk level between Internet and store shopping, 

and revisit the relationships among past positive experience, perceived risk level, and future 

purchase intention within the Internet shopping environment these are risks affecting companies 

marketing through Internet. The results of the study show that consumers perceived Internet 

shopping to be of higher risk than in-store shopping. They also show that a more positive online 

shopping experience led consumers‘ less perceived purchasing risk level in the Internet and a 

higher perceived risk led to less future purchasing intention from the Internet. 

Jonna Järveläinen, argued The Impact of Prior Online Shopping Experience on Future 

Purchasing Channel Choice. She discussed the direct and indirect effects of online shopping 

experience on selecting and the intention to select the Internet as the purchasing channel. The 
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theoretical approach is based on the technology acceptance model and media appropriateness 

theory. 

Ramirez Nicolas (2010) in the above context state that ―The Internet has changed many facets 

of our daily lives: the way we relate and communicate with one another, how we interact with a 

bank, read newspapers or watch television. Even the way we buy and sell. These changes have 

occurred  thanks  to  the constant  flow of companies offering new business models and 

innovative formulae, one of which has met with spectacular success and broken all previous 

records: online daily coupon sites based on the power of group purchasing. Discount coupons 

have always been a powerful marketing tool.  

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

 To study the post purchase behavior of the consumers with respect to online (e-tailers 

made up holiday) of Flipkart and Amazon 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH DESIGN:  

Descriptive 

DATA COLLECTION SOURCES: 

The sources of data collection are primary sources. The respondents are the customers who 

regularly take part in this made up holiday by retailers.  

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION: 

The data is collected with the help of questionnaire; it helped to cover all targeted areas. 

Questions are close ended. Questionnaire is more structured and standardized for getting the 

relevant information. In questionnaire there is choice of respondent to apply his/her own 

judgment and answer the questions as they think right. 

FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

 From the study I found that more number of people are purchasing product during the made 

up holiday (Amazon end of season sale, Flipkart big billion days, etc.). There were few 

who have not purchased anything online neither during these made holidays. 
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 All age group people are interested in this global shopping event shopping online organised 

by e-tailers on the e-commerce websites., people with less than 25 age group, least 

interested were the people under 35-45 age group. People mostly prefer the amazon and 

flipkart website for purchasing product online, at medium range people prefer myntra, and 

least is for snapdeal. 

 The main reason behind the purchase during these made up holiday is that people can 

browse everything on just one click, huge discounts are offered on trusted brands, door-step 

delivery, on time query handling, service quality. 

 I found that some respondent‘s had a bad experience with snapdeal, they delivered 

damaged product, and customers are not satisfied with the service offered by snapdeal  

 Maximum number of respondents says that Flipkart is doing great work. And they are 

highly satisfied with its services. 

 Respondents are satisfied with the product delivered and they are working well which they 

purchased during these made up holiday.During sale a person ordered a mobile on flipkart 

phone which was damaged but when he did the complaint, it was resolved within 12 hours. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the study I come to know that customers are not having problem with all online shopping 

websites as a whole but only few of them (e.g. Snapdeal), in which consumers were not satisfied 

with the working conditions of the products delivered, quality of the product was not up to the 

mark or as expected. The another side of the study also shows that few consumers have also 

experienced positive benefits with respect to on time product delivery, their working condition, 

with customer support easily and on time handling of the queries whichever arises. 
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